
Listening

1 Listen and complete. C 05 

2 Listen and write ✓ or ✗. What items do Patty and George recycle? C 06

Patty

George

Reading

3 Read and order the pictures.

Title of project: Our 1  Environment   Number of people to interview: 2   
Find out their views on: 3  and 4  and how to 5  up the  
6  How to start: keep the 7  and 8  clean. 

Ask for suggestions on: reducing 9  and looking after 10 .

We had a great day at the zoo today. I wanted to feed the dolphins straight away, 
but the first thing we did was to go to the elephant house. They’re such big animals 
and it takes a long time to wash them. Because the lion enclosure was nearby, we 
went there next. There was a really small cub that looked so beautiful! After lunch, 
we went to have a look at the gorillas, but they seemed to be sleeping. Finally, we 
went to the aquarium. It was so exciting. I could watch dolphins all day! 
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Writing

4 Choose the correct sentences and complete the text.

a The animals looked happy in the park. b The day didn’t end there.
c The lions were the most interesting.  d Last Sunday we visited a wildlife park. 
e The tigers were my favorite animals.      f  The fish were amazing.

1 d    Last Sunday we visited a wildlife park.  The park is pretty far away, so we drove there in 

our car.  In the park, you drive your own car around, or you take the tour bus.   

2    There were no cages. They were walking around 

on the other side of a wide river. I think they feel free.   

3    The keepers were giving them their lunch 

when we got there. Then the biggest lion walked around the enclosure. 

4    There were some really small ones and some really 

big ones! And they were lots of different colors. I loved the aquarium! 

5    There were three of them sitting in the sun. I think 

their stripy coats are so beautiful. 

6     It was a beautiful sunny day, so we had lunch at 

the picnic area outside the park. After that, we looked around in the gift shop and we bought a poster 

of the lions. 

5 Write sentences about how people protect the environment.

1  They take empty bottles to a recycling center.  2 

3  4 

5  6 

Speaking

6 Describe seven differences between the two pictures.

1

A B

2 3 4 5 6

In picture A it’s sunny, but in picture B it’s cloudy.
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